Bethany’s Beta Reader Instructions:
1. Please, above all else, give honest feedback.
Like, not brutal, because ouch… but I really do want to know your opinion! Our goal
here is to find all the plot holes and problems with the story, so if you see one, don’t be
afraid to point it out. 
I cannot emphasize this enough! It might be hard for me to hear, but this is the entire
reason that you and I are on this adventure together. Your honest feedback will help me
make this book better. I need you! Enough said. 
2. If you truly don’t have an opinion, however, that’s totally okay. Hopefully most of the
time though, you will, because like I said, I need you!
3. The chapters will be sent out every Tuesday. I’ve found this is easier than Mondays,
because then you’re not stressing over finishing something Sunday night and can enjoy your
weekend fully.
4. This means I need your feedback from those chapters back by the following Tuesday.
It might be helpful to print out the attached schedule, or set a phone alert, or some other
type of reminder for the day(s) you choose to read. I’m not going to micromanage what
day you choose or send a million reminders – I trust you! The reason I’m asking for you
to be consistent about getting your feedback to me by the following Tuesday is simple:
A) I will begin using your feedback almost immediately.
B) It will also keep you from falling behind and feeling overwhelmed when the next
round starts.
C) That being said, I’m flexible. If there’s ever a round where you need more time,
please reach out to me - we can figure something out. 
5. PLEASE only make notes in the Q & A section
Feel free to make notes throughout the chapters for yourself – but when I get them back I
delete everything except the Q&A sections. So if there are any notes outside of that
section, I won’t see them. 
If there’s a crazy spelling error or something killer, definitely feel free to let me know in the
Q&A section with a page number, that’ll work great!
6. I recommend going through the short Q&A questions BEFORE you move on – if you
move on, your answers could change. I wanna know what you’re thinking in the moment!
7. Please email the document with your answers back to me (this one’s pretty obvious,
huh?) 

Sweet, that’s it, you’re all set! Let me know if you have any questions. I’m excited to start
Tuesday!!

